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Community and Environmental Services
County Hall

Martineau Lane
Norwich

NR1 2SG
via e-mail
Mr C Judson
Planning Services
Broadland District Council
Thorpe Lodge
1 Yarmouth Road
Thorpe St Andrew
Norwich
NR7 0DU

NCC contact number: 0344 800 8020
Textphone: 0344 800 8011

CC: Stephen Faulkner – Norfolk County
Council Planning Officer

Your Ref:  20211335 My Ref: FW2021_0682
Date: 01 September 2021 Tel No.: 0344 800 8020
NCC Member: Greg Peck Email: llfa@norfolk.gov.uk

Dear Mr Judson,

Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order
2015

Proposed Access from improved A47 Honingham junction to Food Enterprise Park
and Honingham Thorpe Farms at land west of Food Enterprise Park, Blind Lane,
Horningham

Thank you for your consultation on the above site, received on 08 August 2021.  We have
reviewed the application as submitted and wish to make the following comments.

We understand the applicant is seeking to develop a grade separated junction and access
road off the proposed A47 Honingham junction to retain connection of Blind Lane to the
A47. This is a full application.

The LLFA has significant concerns that the applicant has not attempted to provide any
information relating to the assessment of flood risk or the development of a viable surface
water drainage design to support this full application. In addition, it is apparent that the
proposal has been prepared in isolation with no contact with the Highways England design
teams to ensure this proposal could be integrated into the proposed design currently under
review by the planning inspectorate.

We object to this planning application in the absence of an acceptable Flood Risk
Assessment (FRA), surface water drainage strategy and design details and supporting
information relating to:

· Identifying and assessing the local flood risk to the development;
· Determining the impacts from the development and managing them in a sustainable

and locally appropriate manner that ensures that flood risk is not increased either
onsite or in the surrounding area;
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· Lack of information regarding the future adoption and maintenance of the entire
drainage system to indicate there is an acceptable standard of operation for the
lifetime of development; and

· The application does not comply with NPPF, PPG, local policies or the LLFA
developer guidance.

Reason
To prevent flooding in accordance with National Planning Policy Framework paragraph
1673, 169 and 174 by ensuring the satisfactory management of local flood risk, surface
water flow paths, storage and disposal of surface water from the site in a range of rainfall
events and ensuring the SuDS proposed operates as designed for the lifetime of the
development.

We will consider reviewing this objection if the following issues are adequately addressed.

· An acceptable Flood Risk Assessment that assesses all sources of flood risk is
prepared in accordance with the NPPF and PPG requirements for the proposed
development is submitted.

· A surface water drainage strategy is prepared for the proposed development to
show how each sub-catchment is proposed to be drained. This should include the
identification of which sub-catchments are anticipated to have infiltration, what each
sub-catchment pre and post development runoff rates and runoff volumes are and
how water quality will be managed. Any proposed infiltration drainage should be
supported by infiltration testing to be undertaken in accordance with BRE 365 or
equivalent (as in our guidance Section 15 and 16) in areas of the site which has
shown that infiltration is initially favourable (better than 1x10-6m/s). Infiltration testing
should be completed three times at each location at representative depths that
infiltration devices may be proposed at. It should also be proven that there is 1.2m
between a proposed infiltration structure and seasonally high groundwater levels.
We expect the drainage strategy to use infiltration drainage where this is achievable
and identify those areas of land where this can be proposed over discharge to a
watercourse.

· A detailed surface water drainage design should be provided to support a full
application. This design will need to be accompanied and supported by full
hydrological and hydraulic calculations that demonstrate the surface water drainage
design is able to adequately manage surface water within the site, including being
able to accommodate up to the 1% Annual Exceedance Event (AEP) critical
duration rainfall event including climate change allowances in compliance with the
latest Environment Agency guidance.

· Detailed designs, modelling calculations and plans should be provided for the entire
surface water drainage conveyance network showing no above ground flooding on
any part of the site in the 3.33% AEP (1 in 30 year) critical rainfall event and the
depth and volume and storage location of any (if any) above ground flooding from
the drainage network in the 1% AEP critical duration rainfall event including climate
change, ensuring that flooding does not occur in any part of a building or any utility
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plant susceptible to water (e.g. pumping station or electricity substation) within the
development.

· To protect groundwater from pollution an assessment of the level of risk and
mitigation as required should be incorporated into the surface water drainage
design. Any infiltration structures must be shown to be able to be construed 1.2m
above the anticipated seasonally high groundwater level.

· The applicant should provide an alternative strategy for the disposal of surface
water from the site should the BRE365 infiltration rates across the site be found to
be unfavourable for infiltration as a disposal method.

· A maintenance and management plan detailing the activities required for all surface
water drainage elements and details of who will adopt and maintain all the surface
water drainage features for the lifetime of the development.

· Plans showing the routes for the management of exceedance surface water flow
routes that minimise the risk to people and property during rainfall events in excess
of the 1% AEP event.

Further detailed comments can be found in the attached Annex.

Further guidance on the information required by the LLFA from applicants can be found at
https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/rubbish-recycling-and-planning/flood-and-water-
management/information-for-developers.

If you, the Local Planning Authority review and wish to determine this application against
our advice you should notify us, the Lead Local Flood Authority, by email at
llfa@norfolk.gov.uk so that appropriate conditions can be placed on the development.
Alternatively, if further information is submitted, we request we are re-consulted and we
will aim to provide bespoke comments within 21 days of the formal consultation date.

Yours sincerely,

Sarah

Sarah Luff
Senior Flood Risk Officer

Lead Local Flood Authority

Disclaimer
We have relied on the accuracy and completeness of the information supplied to us in providing the above advice and
can take no responsibility for incorrect data or interpretation, or omissions, in such information. If we have not referred to
a particular issue in our response, it should not be assumed that there is no impact associated with that issue.
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Annex: Norfolk County Council LLFA Additional
Information to LPA

LPA Application Ref: 20211335 LPA: Broadland
LLFA Ref: FW2021_0682 Applicant name: Honington Thorpe Farm Partnership
Site name/Description: Access Road
off the proposed A47 Honingham
junction to the Food Enterprise Park,
Honingham

Greenfield or Brownfield Development: Greenfield

Planning Stage: Full Summary of Surface Water Drainage Proposed: The
scheme indicates the consideration of swales with check
dams, however, no attenuation feature is included. The
means of discharge is not confirmed or indicated.
SuDS quantity benefit: not included
SuDS quality benefit: not included
SuDS amenity benefit: not included
SuDS biodiversity benefit: not included

Local Flood Risk : Summary of Local Flood risks in the vicinity of the site

· Surface water - There are areas at risk of surface water flooding within and adjacent to the
development site boundary of 3.33%, 1% and 0.1% annual probability flood event as
shown in the Environment Agency’s (EA) Risk of Flooding from Surface Water (RoFSW)
maps.  The LLFA consider that the 0.1% annual probability flood map can provide an
indication of the 1% annual probability flood including an allowance for climate change

· Critical Drainage Catchments (CDC) - The application site does not fall within a CDC as
defined by the District Council and the LLFA.

· Ordinary Watercourses – There are no watercourses known to exist within or on the
boundary of the site. The site does not lie within an Internal Drainage Board (IDB) area for
the regulation of ordinary watercourses. Any works which could affect the flow in an
ordinary watercourse which is outside of an IDB area will need consent from the LLFA,
Norfolk County Council.

· Groundwater – The site is indicated as being in an area of soluble rock risk, medium and
medium-high groundwater vulnerability and as being Secondary A and Secondary
(undifferentiated) superficial drift aquifer designation and Principal bedrock aquifer
designation.

· Source Protection Zones – The application site is within Source Protection Zone 3 (Total
catchment) for groundwater.  This zone is defined as the total area needed to support the
abstraction or discharge from the protected groundwater source.

· Sewers – We are not aware of any record of sewer flooding. However, this would need to
be confirmed with Anglian Water.
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· Artificial Waterbodies –The site is not identified as being at risk of flooding from
reservoirs on the EA Flood Risk from Reservoirs mapping (https://flood-warning-
information.service.gov.uk/long-term-flood-risk/map) and is not in proximity to any canal or
other artificial waterbody

· Historical Flooding We have records of one reported incident of internal flooding
downstream of the site on the A47, near the Taverham Road and Blind Lane junction with
the A47 in November 2019.

Assessment: Summary of assessment of local flood risk and submitted drainage proposals
The Planning supporting statement (Brown and Co, 035371, dated July 2021) submitted with the
planning application, has been assessed against the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), Planning Practice Guidance, the SuDS Non-Statutory Technical Standards (NSTS)
(March, 2015) and the policies of the adopted Norfolk Local Flood Risk Management Strategy as
follows:

No supporting Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage Strategy, drainage design or supporting
calculations have been provided. There are only two paragraphs in the report that indicate that
swales with check dams may be use. No further information is available.
SuDS Standards:  Summary of alignment to relevant Non-Statutory Technical Standards for
Sustainable Drainage systems
S2 (Greenfield) – No information provided – Not Met

S4/S6 (Greenfield) – No information provided - Not Met

S7 – No information provided - Not Met

S8 – No information provided - Not Met

S9 – No information provided - Not Met

We have not been able to review the application fully against the Non-Statutory Technical
Standards for Sustainable Drainage systems as the applicant has not submitted a drainage
strategy with the relevant information. We would expect as part of any further submission of
information for the applicant to show how the development could meet with Defra Non-Statutory
Technical Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) (March 2015).


